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Communication, Language and Literacy  Problem Solving, Reasoning and Numeracy  Development in Letters and Sounds Phonics 

 

This week we have enjoyed reading the ‘Knight 

that wouldn’t fight’.  This is a lovely story for 

the children to explore friendships and 

teamwork.  They shared their experiences and 

reflected on how they felt when they started 

school.  

We also made our own classroom values that 

the children helped write. We will be 

displaying them in our classrooms.  

 

Can you remember one thing we are working 

together on?  

We have been comparing two groups of identical objects 

this week in maths. We have lined up the objects to 

compare them directly and used five frames to help us, 

and counted each set carefully. We learnt to use the 

vocabulary, more than, fewer than, equal to and the same 

as when comparing our groups.  

We had a lot of fun comparing groups of many different 

objects including animals,and compare bears.  

You can practice counting objects and clicking the correct 

number of blocks. Can you tell your grown up which group 

has fewer, more than and which groups are equal? 

http://www.hbschool.com/activity/counting_objects/ 

We will be revising all the phase two phonemes every day 

as we have now moved onto phase 3.  

This week we have learnt: 

y z zz qu 

 

HFW: will  

Tricky word : was 

We have revised all tricky words and HFW.  The children 

have also been introduced to the letter names and have 

learnt the alphabet song.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b01f8b79/alphabl

ocks-series-2-25-abc  

Personal and Social Development  Knowledge and understanding of the 

World  

Physical Development  Exploring Art and Design 

We have been exploring our feelings 

through our Literacy lesson and 

asked the question ‘what makes a 

good team ?’. We have also started 

using talk partners in our learning. 

This involves the children telling 

each other what they think and 

their partner listening.  They all 

tried very hard.  

This week we have been learning about 

Diwili ‘The festival of light’. We have 

talked about how hindus prepare for and 

celebrate Diwali and have compared this 

to special times or events in our own 

families, such as christmas and 

birthdays.  

We have enjoyed listening to traditional 

indian music and creating an indian 

dance.We especially enjoyed moving like 

the flame on a diva lamp! We have also 

enjoyed moving like fireworks using 

ribbon and pom poms outside.  

We have enjoyed making traditional Indian 

sweets called coconut barfi. We have also 

enjoyed moulding clay to create diva lamps. 

We have explored patterns by creating 

‘rangoli’ and ‘mehndi’ design using chalk and 

natural materials.   
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